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How do freedom, adventure and nature balance 
with relaxation, cosiness and security? Your Bürst-
ner will answer that for you! It is your space for all 
those happy moments. It is spontaneous and flex-
ible, yet familiar and homely. In a nutshell: it is your 
favourite place - wherever you find yourself.

Experience unforgettable 
moments in a place 
where you have 
everything to be happy: 
We call it 
WOHNFÜHLEN.
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“The premier class of 

Bürstner campervans.”

Get Started
The Eliseo combines van life and maximum comfort in a 
compact space, so that you can easily get started any-
time, anywhere. No matter whether sporting activities, 
weekend trips or summer holidays – the Eliseo is the right 
choice for every situation. Choose between the five floor 
plans and numerous design options, such as the optional 

“Active Package”. 

“With the Eliseo, we also meet the highest standards of design 

and comfort in the Campervan segment.  

A perfect interior was conjured up in which colors, shapes and 

materials harmonize wonderfully.”

Tatjana Afra-Weßelbaum, #wohnfühldesigner

Black Forest

All information about 
the Eliseo  

can be found below
www.buerstner.com

ELISEO
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Eliseo
Exterior plus factors

 + driver and front passenger airbags
 + aluminium window frame
 +  roof light in living room, bedroom and toilet with blackout 

blind and fly screen
 + central locking and electric windows
 +  white exterior colour as standard  

5 optional paint finishes to choose from
 + ESP including ASR and Hill Holder
 + ABS (Anti-lock braking system) 
 +  airy feeling of space thanks to sunroof (optional),  

compatible with pop-up roof
 + sleeping roof (optional)

Interior plus factors

 + multi-zone comfort foam mattresses for all bed variants
 + seat with up to 22 tilt adjustment
 +  ISOFIX system for two child seats
 + vario-bathroom (depending on floorplan)
 + Eliseo C644 with pull-down bed in the rear (pictured right) 
 + “Bahia” furniture décor
 + 3 upholstery options with quilted pattern
 +  compressor refrigerator (70L up to 138L depending  

on floorplan) 
 + extensive lighting concept 
 + Home light battery light and docking stations

You can find more details

about Eliseo at

www.buerstner.com/uk

ELISEOELISEO
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The Eliseo fulfills all your wishes: 
Whether single beds or double bed 
solution, bar version with sideboard 
and table or additional tall refrigerator, 
or U-shaped seating group in the rear 
with pull-down bed above - don’t go 
without anything.

The Eliseo includes, among others extra 
high front cladding with Sun-Roof (op-
tion), a functionally equipped kitchen 
area, many practical shelves as well as 
a space-saving Vario-bathroom (de-
pending on the layout). Dimmable and 
indirect lighting creates a cozy ambi-
ance and the comfortable seating area 
with tilt adjustment invites you to relax 
in the evening - typically Bürstner.

Van-Style!

ELISEO ELISEO
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NEW

 

       REAR BED

Layouts and standard features

C 540

ELISEO

Keyfacts

 + compact and agile
 +  storage space miracles thanks to 

optimal use of space
 + Sun-Roof (optional)
 +  aluminium window frame
 +  pop-top roof with bed (optional) 

available in all models exept C 644

Pop-top roof available 
with Sun-Roof

Wood finish

White, standard + 5 optional special paints  
(Fig. Special paint Grigio Campovolo) 

C 543

C 602

C 642

Catania Reef Genua Reef BahiaVerona Reef

Paint finishes Fabrics

C 644

Osaka Reef

Package

 +  quilted upholstery with “ACTIVE” embroidery 
 + 16" alloy wheels
 + spoiler protection tube
 + elaborate product graphics

Get started with a new feeling with the 
Eliseo and Active Package!

ELISEO
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WOHNFÜHL-ATTRIBUTE WOHNFÜHL-ATTRIBUTE

More than a 
vehicle 
Travelling with a campervan is not only another way 
to go on vacation, but a way of life. The dream of 
being on the road with your motorhome and all you 
need. The Bürstner brand stands for this dream like 
no other. We do everything to ensure that the feel-
ing of space, furniture design and functionality are 
perfectly coordinated. In this way, the joy of being 
on the road together, living and experiencing can be 
rediscovered every day. Drive to your favourite 
places, in your favourite place. 

Fish straight from the sea, fruit straight 
from the tree and crunchy vegetables 
from the local market- in your van you 
can conjure up delicious dishes using the 
freshest ingredients. State-of-the-art 
gas cookers, drawers with soft-close 
function, cleverly positioned refrigera-
tors: Bürstner kitchens fulfil all your wish-
es. Because good cuisine is the founda-
tion of all happiness.

All details at

www.buerstner.com/uk

Become a star Chef

In a Bürstner you can enjoy the relaxation 
you need after an eventful day and re-
charge your batteries for new adventures. 
Whether single beds, double beds or a 
pop-top roof – there is something for 
everyone. There are also clever comfort 
ideas that make sleeping in any position 
very comfortable. Sleep well and dream 
beautifully.

Sweet dreams 

Everything in a Bürstner is 
geared towards creating a 
harmonious interior. We pay 
attention to the appearance, 
but ergonomics and functio-
nality are just as important. 
And that is exactly what defi-
nes the indescribable Bürst-
ner feeling

Live harmoniously 

Travelling with a feeling of security should 
and may be your only requirement. You can 
only expect the best from a Bürstner when 
it comes to chassis and drive technology. 
All models are based on chassis that are 
characterised by reliability and functionali-
ty. There are also numerous equipment op-
tions, standard or optional, that enhance 
the #wohnfühlen.

Drive safely 

Anyone who is on the road, and sometimes 
for a long time, needs a space for big and 
small things. Bürstner strives to make opti-
mal use of every millimetre and to develop 
clever solutions that give you maximum 
storage options. This is ensured by the 
functional wall units, the large loading area 
in the rear or the wardrobes, which can be 
found depending on the model. 

Clever arrangements

You are unique. And so is your Bürstner too. 
A wide range of paint variants, numerous 
upholstery options, diverse equipment 
packages and much more! The possibili-
ties for personalising your dream camper-
van are endless! Only one thing counts: 
that you fell at home. Anywhere, anytime. 

Individual design 

What could be nicer than being able to re-
fresh yourself after a long drive. A day at 
the beach or after doing sports? The day 
also starts much better after a warm, re-
laxing shower. An extremely functional 
bathroom with a fixed washbasin, pull-out 
shower head and window. Everything is 
thought of in a Bürstner campervan.

Feel refreshed 

My Bürstner  

fits to me!
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Throughout Europe

WOHNFÜHL-ATTRIBUTE WOHNFÜHL-ATTRIBUTE

Our experience 
in action for you 
Our vans carry the entire DNA of Bürst-
ner: They are built in our German plant 
in Kehl, their furniture comes from our 
branch in Wissembourg, France. You 
benefit from more than 60 years of 
know-how in the production of leisure 
vehicles. Thanks to the reliability of our 
procedures, the competence of our 
employees and the uncompromising 
quality, you can be sure: with Bürstner 
you can look forward to your trip with 
ease! The best proof? The water in-
gress guarantee of 10 years on all our 
vehicles from 2019*. 

You don’t buy a campervan at 
will. You get information, you visit 
it, you compare and think. And 
when you finally decide, you can 
be sure that you have found ex-
actly the vehicle that best suits 
your needs. We are aware of 
that! That’s why we work with 
experts who are committed to 
making your wishes come true. 
You can rely on us 100% because 
we are passionate and have 
many years’ experience working 

for brands and products. We 
work ambitiously towards a sin-
gle goal: that your Bürstner truly 
becomes your favourite place! 
Our headquarters are on the bor-
der between Germany and 
France – and this great opportu-
nity. We get the best out of this 
European environment. Germany 
reliability and thoroughness 
paired with French joie de vivre 
and a sense of aesthetics. The 
best of both worlds for you. 

Experts in #wohnfühlen

More than a vehicle.

Made by Bürstner

Enjoy the light and airy: This is one 
of the demands that characterise 
the interior design of every Bürst-
ner. With the comprehensive cli-
mate and lighting concept, Bürst-
ner always ensures a relaxing 

atmosphere. Many useful improve-
ments help you always feel com-
fortable inside the vehicle regard-
less of the outside temperature 
and that the holiday experience is 
remembered for a long time. 

Perfect living 
atmosphere

There is something magical about starting a journey. The butterflies in your stom-
ach. What experiences will the tour bring? It is good when you have entrusted 
yourself to a strong brand like Bürstner. Wherever you are, a Bürstner trade part-
ner is always nearby. No matter whether it is a spare part, a service interval or just 
good advice. Good to know that you are part of the large Bürstner family. 

Be connected.
Even when you are on the go

Find out more on ou
r website 

www.buerstner.co
m/uk

*  Requirement: one 
annual control of the 
from a recognised 
Bürstner partner is 
performed.



Bürstner GmbH & Co. KG
Weststraße 33
77694 Kehl
Tel. +49 7851 / 85-0
Fax +49 7851 / 85-201
info@buerstner.com
www.buerstner.com

Your Bürstner stockist is looking forward to seeing you!

The technical data in this catalogue were current at the time of going to press. Although we check the content carefully, we cannot guarantee that the document is free of printing errors. The design and colour of fixtures and 
fittings may vary from those illustrated, as is customary in the trade and due to the nature of the materials used. The technical data given in this publication correspond in weight and dimensions as well as in the options and 
design to the level of knowledge and production at the time of printing (08/2022). Bürstner reserve the right at any time to make modifications or improvements to the product. Therefore, we recommend that during the 
information process and before completing the contract you consult our website, use our configurator and/or contact our Bürstner authorized dealer on possible modifications in comparison to the present publication. Some 
of the photographs feature optional extras or decorative items which are not supplied as standard with the product.
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